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ABSTRACT  

This paper is indicating the connection between the media and education. It contains the job and 

importance of media in giving education, country education and for natural mindfulness. It 

likewise discusses the utilization of media in classroom and in the teaching learning process. 

Media is available in various forms, for example, print, broad media or online. Portable, PCs and 

tablets bring every one of these forms of media together. Books, Newspapers, TV and radio and 

so on have been for quite some time depicted as customary forms of media. Lev Manovich 

depicts new media as a dissemination stage and presentation divert as Internet, sites, Blu-beam 

circles and others. Internet based life and Blogging platforms are different forms, which are a 

piece of the online stage. There are hosts of educational instruments available both disconnected 

and online. There are various investigates, which demonstrate the importance of utilization of 

media in classroom teaching.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Education is the way toward learning and knowing, which isn't confined to our school course 

books. It is a comprehensive procedure and proceeds through our life. Indeed, even the 

customary happenings and occasions around us teach us, in one or the other way. It would not be 

a distortion to state that the presence of individuals is unbeneficial without education. An 

informed individual can change the world, as he/she is overflowing with certainty and 

guaranteed of making the correct moves. It Makes Better Citizens, Ensures A Productive Future, 

Opens New Vistas, Spreads Awareness, Helps In Decision-Making, Bolsters Confidence. The 

term media is gotten from Medium, which implies bearer or mode. Media indicates a thing 

explicitly intended to contact an enormous crowd or watchers. The term was first utilized with 

the approach of newspapers and magazines. In any case, with the progression of time, the term 
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expanded by the developments of radio, TV, films and Internet. In the world of today, media has 

become nearly as essential as food and apparel. The facts demonstrate that media is assuming a 

remarkable job in fortifying the general public. Its obligation is to illuminate, instruct and engage 

the individuals. It encourages us to know current circumstance around the globe. The media has 

a solid social and social effect upon society. Due to its inalienable capacity to arrive at huge 

number of open, it is generally used to pass on message to assemble popular assessment and 

mindfulness. The job of media in education is obvious today by the quantity of PC labs, TVs and 

libraries that have become some portion of educational program in many schools today. Media 

comes in various forms and each structure influences the manner in which students learn and 

decipher data. Media has brought the world closer (globalization) with the goal that now students 

from various colleges in various pieces of the world are associated through an insignificant 

internet association. In the midst of the data transformation broad communications has become 

such a huge piece of our lives.  

 

There are various sorts of media available in current occasions. The more seasoned or customary 

type of media, for example, books, newspapers, TV and radio and so on has for quite some time 

been utilized. With the approach of new media advancements the PC, tablet and versatile have 

now become extra decisions to get to data and amusement. Internet offers decisions seething 

from digital books, diaries, sites, gatherings, web based life, networks, enlightening and 

educational applications and so forth to the student and teachers for access to information on 

assorted types. Devices as most recent PCs, workstations, iPods and mobiles are quick making 

this correspondence simple and available for individuals in various callings and practices. These 

changed forms of media have become significant options in education for utilize both by teachers 

and students. There are various manners by which one can associate media with education. It is 

possible that one can take a gander at the term media education or one can consider media 

socialization where students are capable clients of media or basically take a gander at the term 

educational media, which infers the utilization of media in education. Media as utilized in 

classrooms is typically comprehended to be introductions which teachers use as helps for their 

talks. However, is the media utilize restricted to that? Media can have numerous implications. As 

characterized by professional reference "Media incorporates each communicating and 
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narrowcasting medium, for example, newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, boards, regular postal 

mail, telephone, fax, and internet." Media can likewise mean significantly different forms too 

like artistic creation canvas, cameras, banners, outlines, mud structures, drawings and so forth. 

Are these being utilized in classrooms to epitomize or expand on what teachers state in their 

talks? A past report done by the creator a few years back recommended that teachers were 

utilizing various new media methods for conveying addresses and interfacing with the students 

on the Internet by means of various new media platforms, however the collaboration among 

students and teachers was restricted in utilizing this source. The examination additionally further 

clarified that students hushed up acquainted with new media innovations and its utilization by 

teachers for teaching purposes. In current occasions where there is such an extensive amount 

media both disconnected and online available, are the two teachers and students utilizing them? 

The current investigation might likewise want to inspect if teachers are utilizing a specific media 

broadly for educational purposes both inside the classroom and outside of it, however it isn't 

constrained to just a single media and on the off chance that they have seen how students adjust 

to any type of media in improving their examinations. It would likewise search for any 

employments of new media in the teaching learning process. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

The education framework is experiencing quick changes. Various new techniques are presented 

and utilized. Further, it makes teaching progressively compelling and learning is exceptionally 

critical. Unavoidable, the media has been overwhelming in all parts of life. Each individual is 

encircled by various media, for example, books, magazines and internet. Other than parent, it is 

the duty of teachers to assist their students with becoming basic purchasers when utilizing the 

assortment of media sources. Karpudewan et al. (2011) states that education is basic to support 

what's to come. It is an answer for give data and begin to change our qualities and practices. 

Improvement of technology in education has capacity to address the inquiries concerning the 

effect of technology in reproduce the education framework and the utilization of technology, in 

accordance with learning hypothesis. While, extended utilization of computer offices and 

different broad communications will prompted the quick exchange of data. Esmaelzadeh et al. 

(2011), regularly happen inquiries concerning the utilization of computers and it related in parts 

of teaching, the capacity of students to think effectively, basically and to the arrangement of a 
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feeling of participation among students. Teachers should act a basic job as a facilitator during the 

time spent teaching and learning. Occurrence, teachers lead teaching and learning process as a 

little gathering in the classroom (Cooperative Method). This has been demonstrated by numerous 

examinations that helpful learning can expand the successful accomplishment of steady space. 

Other than that, situated teaching and learning process assorted variety in media technology will 

make the meetings all the more fascinating and reasonable. Kumar et al. (2008), there are 

examines and the presence of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). It is a tightfisted, 

hypothetically and exactly advocated model planned for clarifying the utilization of data 

frameworks. It expresses that conduct is driven by the goal to utilize a framework, which thus is 

driven by the clients' demeanor and view of regularizing impacts. As per the model, a teachers' 

choice to utilize a technology is connected with the technology handiness, convenience, 

computer self-viability, work importance, similarity and abstract standard. The fruitful teachers 

should be proficient and gifted in the utilization of new advances so as to expand teaching 

viability other than improving inspirational perspectives Romiszowski (1992) legitimize that 

Educational Technology Media can be classified from the most widely recognized gear utilized 

in schools which is the course book and the chalkboard, to present day media, for example, 

cutting edge computer hardware, LCD, Internet and computerized cameras. In light of Gibbons 

and Fairweather (1998) ; Abeles et al. (1994) and Kumar et al. (2008) writing, it could be 

effortlessly reasoned that teachers use computer for teaching and learning. They utilize the 

computer to grant information in the classroom, make assortment, lead exercises, effectively 

convey their tedious clarifications and ingrain enthusiasm for the exercise they are teaching. The 

computer gives teachers the trust in the classroom as they are not looked somewhere near their 

students as old and antiquated. They demonstrate to the contemporary age that they also know 

current technology and are not deserted time. (George et al., 2000; Kumar et al., 2008) 

According to (Al-Shaibani and Daoud, 2011; Yaakob (2007)), underscored that teachers must 

utilize figuring map for exercises or dynamic composed reasoning and teachers should join into 

their exercises to make great reasoning abilities exercises. Difficulties and utilize new techniques 

so as to increase better comprehension of the subject. Writing (Hameed, 2011) shows that a few 

people accept a transformation is occurring on education, in the manner in which individuals 

learn and the manner in which guidance is given. (Dimitrios et al., 2005) Internet, multimedia 
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and portability utilization in education process these days is growing quickly in teaching and 

learning. 

7 Ways to Use Social Media for Educational Purposes 

As a data and correspondence technology, web based life for educational purposes connects with 

students to learn new things and accomplish objectives. They join school online networking 

locales to: 

 find friends 

 build fruitful connections 

 exchange views, knowledge and experiences 

 assist each other  

Such trade is exceptionally advantageous for upgrading the companion correspondence among 

students in various e-learning situations. The present students can undoubtedly be characterized 

as computerized locals and informal organization enthusiasts. Accordingly, their enthusiasm for 

interfacing by means of school online networking establishes the frameworks of a new 

technology-propelled pattern in education. Given that Internet is an enormous open wellspring of 

learning materials, web based life for educational purposes assumes much increasingly critical 

job for spreading this data to more extensive crowds. 

Student-driven education 

Fitting technology improves the manner in which students retain data, share indications, evaluate 

each other's thoughts and arrangements, and give input in the learning procedure. In this manner, 

web-based social networking for educational purposes can fill in as a valuable manner to help 

peer education arrive at better expectations from the two students' and teachers' point of view. 

Open Knowledge 

An instructor can't be supplanted by a machine. In any case, why separate them when they can 

act together. Web-based social networking for education demonstrated productive approach to 
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draw in students in a cutting edge learning condition. The more schools and colleges use it, the 

better outcomes they could get. For as long as years, the idea of open information became 

exceptionally famous. Internet and online networking for college helped teaching go past the 

physical obstructions and arrive at more prominent measure of learning devotees. 

Some things are better when shared (Building close-knit online 

communities) 

Building a school brand is a decent method to:  

 

Offer information with the world  

 

Find gifted teachers  

 

Publicize education openings  

 

Send your message over  

 

Advance more grounded relationship with guardians and network individuals  

 

Education offices presently can construct flourishing online networks by means of top of the line 

internet based life channels. Here are a couple of the most productive ways schools and colleges 

can support their image mindfulness utilizing online networking for educational purposes. 

Social Media for Educational Purposes 

1. School/University Website. 
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The most ideal approach to publicize the education openings your school or college brings to the 

table is to dispatch a site with the goal that numerous individuals – students, guardians and 

teachers would think about this spot. Through a site, a school or college can recount to the world 

its story and stress on the educational destinations set up. The more data Internet clients can 

discover on the site, the better connected with they will develop. Notwithstanding, it's significant 

that the data is isolated into pieces and introduced in an easy to understand way. Handout type 

sites, for instance, are no longer of anyone's advantage. To establish great connection, assemble 

your school/college site as appealing as could be expected under the circumstances. It should be 

available on versatile just as work areas; update the data consistently and add web-based social 

networking catches to direct to dynamic internet based life pages.  

2. Face book and Twitter. 

Articles on subjects that students are learning, progressively fabricate a Face book network by 

sharing connects to students arranged articles. Post data in regards to online challenges, 

occasions, science activities, and all things everywhere that would bring students' consideration 

into learning. Welcoming students to leave criticism is a helpful method to cause them to feel 

some portion of this network. In like manner, Twitter is another acceptable virtual spot to speak 

with the world and sustain significant online associations.   

3. Google Hangouts. 

This online school web-based social networking instrument engaged by Google has 

demonstrated enormously powerful for helping individuals convey effectively through a video 

association. One Hangout virtual room can get together to ten members. From basic to secondary 

school, this technique for virtual associating applies for all degrees of learning. Build up a Math 

students' club and accumulate Math students to trade perspectives and information. 

4. Video Sharing. 

Video sharing platforms, for example, YouTube and Vimeo are similarly well known as Face 

book and Twitter. Truth be told, it's the way toward making a video for educational purposes that 

moves students to investigate, arrange, survey, learn, make and amend. The idea of imparting 
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their last work to the online world and envisioning energetically the criticism supports the 

learning experience much more. 

5. Cloud-Based Platforms. 

Document sharing applications like Google Drive and Drop box improve collaboration. These 

locales permit school and undergrads to assemble in little gatherings and work together on 

various assignments in the virtual classroom.  

6. Slide Share. 

This is another student arranged stage intended to encourage students' endeavors to scan and 

make extraordinary work for school or college ventures. Its numerous helpful highlights permit 

to include or alter data and offer it with the world, at long last. It resembles making and sharing 

on YouTube, just with introductions. 

7. Blogging. 

Of every single social mechanism for education instruments, blogging is the one that school and 

college sites advantage the most. Articles and blog entries fix the social network by keeping 

students associated longer. Presenting inquiries on draw in conversations on a week by week 

premise is a decent method to energize students. In spite of the fact that blog entries can ponder 

any subject, it's imperative to maintain the emphasis on the fundamental objective – animating 

the learning procedure.  

Use of social media in education 

Internet based life use in education alludes to the utilization of online web-based social 

networking platforms in scholastic settings extending from basic and optional school to post-

auxiliary education. Web-based social networking is getting increasingly open and simpler to 

utilize, implying that the period of students who can comprehend and utilize online life are 

getting more youthful and more youthful. Incorporating online networking into education has 

been a disputable theme during the 2010s in which individuals have kept on bantering on 

whether these sorts of Medias have a spot in the classroom. Numerous guardians and instructors 
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have been dreadful of the repercussions of having web based life in schools and there are worries 

that web based life devices can be abused for digital tormenting or sharing unseemly substance. 

As result, mobile phones have been prohibited from certain classrooms, and schools have gone 

so far as to square well known web based life sites. Be that as it may, in spite of worries, students 

in industrialized nations are (or will be) dynamic web based life clients. Subsequently, numerous 

schools have understood that they have to extricate limitations, show computerized citizenship 

abilities, and even consolidate these devices into classrooms. The Peel District School Board 

(PDSB) in Ontario is one of many educational committees that has started to acknowledge the 

utilization of online networking in the classroom. In 2013, the PDSB presented a "Present to 

Your Own Device" (BYOD) strategy and have unblocked numerous online networking 

destinations have investigated about the advantages of utilizing Facebook in the classroom Some 

schools grant students to utilize advanced cells or tablet computers in class, as long as the 

students are utilizing these gadgets for scholastic purposes, for example, doing explore. 

CONCLUSION 

The media has the intensity of instructing individuals, the great and the awful. Since it influence 

the eyes, the ears and the psyche all the while nothing can conquer the impact of the media. The 

media in the propelled society ought to play out an honorable strategic illuminating individuals 

and dishearten partisan, common and troublesome patterns. Generally, the broad 

communications and education have delighted in an adoration detest relationship. On one hand 

TV and newspapers especially, have given broad and very helpful education content.  
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